GPS TRACKING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

FleetVision

GROUND + AQUATIC ASSETS
TRUCKS | ATVs | ARGOS | BOATS | AIRBOATS
AERIAL ASSETS
FIXED-WINGED AIRCRAFT | HELICOPTERS

Knowing where assets are at all times
provides management with data to make time
and money-saving decisions.
FleetVision is a robust, affordable, real-time
tracking system. The asset management tool
offers a variety of devices that are either
hardwired to vehicles or battery operated clip-on
devices for individual activity. Coverage is
widespread and reliable, including the U.S.,
Canada, and other international locations.

Smarter Decisions, Powered by Data
A FEATURE RICH SOLUTION. FleetVision provides web-based functionality driven by a user friendly Control
Panel to include: interactive mapping, dispatch, communication, historical playback, alerts, report generation, and
many other comprehensive features such as locking and unlocking doors, messaging, remote start, weather,
spray switch status, driving characteristics, and up to 4-input monitoring channels. With a simple and sleek
design, the 4G LTE GPS tracking device has configurable inputs and outs - allowing users to get a device that
best fits their needs.
ADDING VALUE TO YOUR OPERATION
SAFETY by providing awareness of an asset's location, speed, or aggressive driving
SECURITY AND ASSURANCE with live alerts through email and text messaging
INCREASED EFFICIENCIES can decrease fuel costs and business redundancies
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY allows an organization to optimize human resources
LIVE WEATHER AND TRAFFIC UPDATES prevent reductions in productivity
VEHICLE MAINTENANCE ALERTS aid in keeping assets operating
MONITOR AND DISPLAY SWITCH STATUSES for sprayers in real-time
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FleetVision

GPS TRACKING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
FleetVision has rock-solid features with lightning fast connectivity and
reporting that empowers managers to make decisions based on data.

Geofencing
Virtual fence alerts when assets
enter, exit, or are in proximity

Live Weather Radar
Displays live weather on user
interface

Live Traffic Conditions
Keep your team on schedule
with live traffic alerts

Activity Playback
Playback the activity of any
tracker for up to 90 days back

Switch Status
Can monitor which flow control
pumps are active in real time

Ignition Alerts
Know the moment your assets
are turned on and off

Idle Alerts
Notifications when a vehicle
idles for too long

Speed Alerts
Awareness to keep your team
and the community safe

Mobile Access
Live updates and status of your
fleet - wherever you go

Reporting
Offers scheduled and customized reporting
on above features, mileage, and more

MapVision Integration
Ability to integrate with Leading Edge's
Geospatial Data Management Software

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Fuel Card Integration | Service Call Integration | Google Map Search | Live Technical Support
Remote Start, Lock, and Kill Switch | Contacts & Addresses | Routes
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